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but wrote them both for six-part violin consort, 
and for solo violin. From the beginning, it  
has been a process of constantly rewriting, 
reinventing, and transforming these characters  
in many different ways – while still maintaining  
an individual personality for each. 

Permutations was written on a three-year Open 
Space Residency at Aldeburgh Music. During  
this residency Finbarr, Andrew, Tamsin and I have 
been working together to create the music and 
an architectural setting which, when installed 
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PERMUTATIONS
Notes by Freya Waley-Cohen

The process of writing Permutations was an 
unusual one. It grew out of a close collaboration 
with both my sister Tamsin and the architectural 
designers Andrew Skulina and Finbarr  
O’Dempsey. Inspired by Finbarr and Andrew’s  
habit of personifying the buildings and  
structures they designed, I thought of my  
musical material as a set of characters. I 
developed several different musical characters 

together, become one artwork. The architectural 
intervention is a set of six chambers which 
spatially distribute the six recorded violin parts 
in Permutations, but also give the listener the 
opportunity to change the acoustic properties  
and level of isolation for each part. Handing a 
certain level of artistic and creative power over 
to the listener was the guiding force in the  
creation of the artwork. 

Tamsin started playing the violin when she was  
3. She also happens to be three years older 
than me, so listening to her play the violin was 
etched into the soundscape of my world from  
the beginning. Knowing her playing intimately 
was key to the way I wanted to hear music for 

6 recorded Tamsins. Many of the characters I  
created in Permutations grew out of my love for 
her unique sound – from dark, fiery dance-like 
moments, to delicate pizzicato sections, to the 
singing melodies that appear shortly after the 
opening chordal passage. 

When I first started talking about Permutations 
with Finbarr and Andrew, we discussed ideas 
of counterpoint in music and how they can 
be reflected in architecture in terms of space  
and rhythm. Listening to some of the great  
feats of counterpoint, I began examining 
Beethoven’s Große Fuge in some detail. I noticed 
that the intervals between the notes in the fugal 
subject are a palindrome: 
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One of the notes that can be seen jotted on  
Finbarr and Andrew’s first sketch of Permutations 
(Page 5) is ‘repetition : sublime’, a reference to 
Edmund Burke’s On the Sublime and Beautiful 
in which Burke writes about repeating visual 
elements creating an imaginary infinite space  
and evoking a sense of the sublime: 

 Another source of the sublime is infinity  
 [...]. Whenever we repeat any idea frequently,  
 the mind, by a sort of mechanism, repeats it  
 long after the first cause has ceased to operate. 

The reflection of these ideas in Beethoven’s 
powerful fugal subject led me to play with  
the palindrome, changing the intervals while 
keeping the pattern constant: for example, 
changing the pivotal interval, while keeping  
the outside intervals constant, or exchanging 
major intervals for minor intervals. I enjoyed  
the way the patterns sounded somehow both 
familiar and unexpected, and so I began to  
use them for my sketches, sometimes sticking 
strictly to the notes in the palindromes and 
sometimes improvising around them or moving 
freely from one to another. 

There are two moments within Permutations  
in which the linear nature of the musical  

structure is interrupted by the parts splintering 
off into six simultaneous soli, each in their own 
tempi. These solo parts are the solo versions 
of six of the musical characters from within 
Permutations. Each of these was written so as to  
inhabit a different sonic space from the others, 
whether in terms of pitch and range, timbre, 
or dynamic changes. For this reason, it is possible  
to let your ears explore different lines individually, 
even while noticing their various interactions with  
one another. Alternatively, you can listen to the  
sound as a whole here, and even find order in the 
moments of narrative stasis and chaos. 

Often when I’ve discussed Permutations with  
other composers, they’ve been shocked and 
somewhat disconcerted that a composer would 
ever give so much power to her listeners. Here, 
by working closely together with Tamsin and 
the magical Nick Parker, Mike Hatch and Robin 
Hawkins who produced and engineered this 
recording, I take back that power and present 
Permutations in perfectly balanced ensemble. 

It may be interesting for you to read more about 
the architectural element of the creative  
process, as the writing of the music and the 
designing of the chambers have been so 
completely intertwined. 
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PERMUTATIONS: a synthesis of architecture and music 
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Permutations is a touring project exploring 
the social capacity of architecture and music. 
It consists of a new piece of music written by 
composer Freya Waley-Cohen, performed and 
recorded by violinist Tamsin Waley-Cohen and 
an architectural setting designed by Finbarr 
O’Dempsey & Andrew Skulina. Both the music  
and its setting are developed simultaneously,  
each acting as a muse for the other. 

The composition is written for six recorded  
violin parts. The architectural setting is a 
means for spatially distributing and affecting 
the recorded solo violin parts, which are housed  
within six individual chambers, each with 

changeable levels of acoustic enclosure. A 
central space will be formed and shared by  
these chambers, in which all of the violin parts  
are experienced as equally balanced and  
combined as a complete ensemble. Listeners 
will be able to explore the different textures  
and counterpoints that emerge within the  
music by moving through the chambers and 
adjusting the doors that make up the chamber 
linings. In navigating the performance, the 
listener will be presented with the opportunity 
to experience the solo, duet or full ensemble in 
counterpoint, contingent upon their movement 
through the space. 

Permutations in Aldeburgh Music’s Jerwood Kiln Studio - bird’s eye model photograph of an early design. Permutations in Aldeburgh Music’s Jerwood Kiln Studio - model photograph of an early design.
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During the process of creating 
Permutations, I wrote two other 
works using some of the musical 
characters I mentioned above.  
The one here is the solo piece 
called Unveil. 

Approaching this work, I 
attempted to create a sense of 
simultaneity of different musical 
materials through a process 
of juxtaposition. I began by 
adapting several of the different 
Permutations characters into solo  
material, and expanding on them 
in this capacity. 

While testing material for Permutations in  
various different acoustics, Andrew and Finbarr 
recorded me playing the violin in various acoustic 
settings. For these acoustic experiments, I 
improvised around the melody which became  
one of the central themes of both Permutations 
and Unveil. When writing Unveil, I went back to 
many of these improvisations to notate them  
and weave the material into the fabric of the 

new solo piece. I treated them as the opening  
of the work, while using the other themes to  
form a cumulative collage of material leading 
the listener gradually away from the melodic  
line. I imagined each of the characters as  
different interweaving pathways around a central 
thread, that would eventually fall away to reveal,  
or unveil, the melody in its original form. 
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The architectural setting is interactive and 
changeable: the audience encouraged to play  
the space like an instrument. 

Each chamber is lined entirely with openable 
doors that allow the listener to adjust the  
acoustic environment and therefore the  
thresholds between each violin part. Opening  
and closing doors, along with the audience’s 

UNVEIL

movement through the space forms an intrinsic 
part of the performance. 

The proposal is designed to be structurally 
autonomous, and will be constructed out of a 
robust system of prefabricated parts so that 
it can be erected and dismantled with ease in 
order to enable it to tour multiple venues. 

Finbarr, Freya and Tamsin listening to rough recordings of early sketches of Permutations in the Jerwood Kiln at Aldeburgh during one of 
their residencies.
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premiered, and together they have recorded for  
Champs Hill and Signum Records, for whom she  
is a Signum Classics Artist. Other composers 
who have written for her include Oliver Knussen,  
Richard Causton, and Joseph Phibbs. With her  
sister, composer Freya Waley-Cohen, and architects 
Finbarr O’Dempsey and Andrew Skulina, she has 
held an Open Space residency at Aldeburgh. 
Her love of chamber music led her to start 
the Honeymead Festival, now in its tenth year,  
and she was also artistic director of the Sunday  
Series at London’s Tricycle Theatre. In 2016-
2017 she was the British recipient of the  
ECHO Rising Stars Awards, touring throughout 
Europe. She is a founding member of the  
Albion Quartet. She studied at the Royal College 
of Music and her teachers included Itzhak 
Rashkovsky, Ruggiero Ricci, and András Keller.

FREYA WALEY-COHEN

Freya Waley Cohen is a composer from London.  
Her music has been performed in the Sage 
Gateshead, St John’s Smith Square, The 
British Film Institute, The National Portrait 
Gallery, The National Maritime Museum, Kew 
Royal Botanical Gardens and at Aldeburgh,  
Tanglewood, Dartington, Cheltenham, Ryedale 
and Spitalfields festivals by musicians including 

Orchestra of the Swan, Manson Ensemble 
conducted by Oliver Knussen, CHROMA ensemble, 
and the National Youth Choir of Great Britain. 

Having been a Britten-Pears Young Artist, 2013-16,  
she holds an Open Space Residency at Aldeburgh 
Music, with which she is creating Permutations 
a performance artwork created in collaboration 
with two architectural designers and a violinist. 
Permutations launched at the 2017 Aldeburgh  
Festival. She was 2013 Composer in Residence  
at Northern Chords festival, Sage Gateshead,  
2013 Apprentice Composer with Orchestra of 
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TAMSIN WALEY-COHEN

Born in London in 1986, Tamsin Waley-Cohen 
enjoys an adventurous and varied career. In 
addition to concerts with the Royal Philharmonic, 
London Philharmonic, RLPO, Hallé, and BBC 
orchestras, amongst others, she has been 
associate artist with the Orchestra of the Swan  
and works with conductors including Andrew Litton 
and Tamás Vásáry. She enjoys a duo partnership 
with Huw Watkins, whose Concertino she 
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the Swan, was a 2016 Composition Fellow 
at Tanglewood Festival, and is Associate  
Composer of Non-Classical, Magnard Ensemble 
and Reverie Choir.  While at the Royal Academy  
of Music, Freya was awarded the 2013 J.E. West 
Prize, and was 2014-2015 Manson Fellow. 

She is a founding member and artistic director  
of the Listenpony concert series, commissioning 
body and record label. Upcoming premieres of 
Freya’s works include a tour of her new work 
Bandstand with the Street Orchestra of London, 
and new string quartets at the 2017 Sante Fe 
Music Festival and the Wigmore Hall. 

Recorded in the Britten Studio, Snape Maltings, Aldeburgh, UK from 10th to 14th 
October 2016 
Producer & Editor – Nicholas Parker
Recording Engineer – Mike Hatch
Recording Assistant – Robin Hawkins
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SOLI: Works for Solo Violin by 
Bartók, Penderecki, Benjamin, Carter & Kurtág
Tamsin Waley-Cohen
SIGCD416

“The opening of the Bartok Sonata is powerful and arresting, and 
there’s passion and musical imagination throughout, the fiendish 
multiple stops and alternations between bowed and plucked 
notes assured in tone and precise in intonation.” 
BBC Music Magazine

Works for Violin & Piano by
Hahn & Szymanowski
Tamsin Waley-Cohen, Huw Watkins
SIGCD432

“Waley-Cohen’s playing is radiant and soaring, and Watkins’s 
pianism a model as always of sensitivity.” 
The Sunday Times
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2 Unveil  [9.51] 
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